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Hairstyles

By Rhodesia Williams

‘Tis the season for bright colors and trendy outfits with the
perfect hairstyle to match! While figuring out what to wear
each day can be tough, how do you figure out which hairstyle
to wear with each outfit? This beauty trend will show you some
of Summer 2018’s most talked about hairstyles. If you are
looking for tutorials on how to achieve these styles, try
Pintrest, Instagram or YouTube. Many of these are celebrity
hairstyles, so take notes and explore these beauty tips to
survive summer in style.

Summer  time  is  the  time  where
people show out! From mani-pedi’s
to  cute  summer  outfits  to  your
clean  cut  hair  styles,  there’s  a
lot to consider. We all want to be
as hot as the sun we soak in.

Here is a list of Summer 2018’s hottest hair styles:

1. Crochet: Similar to a weave, crocheting is simply installed
with loose hair using a crochet needle instead of a needle and
thread. This style allows for you to pick any color you want,
which makes it even more exciting. Being able to switch being
colors easily makes it even better.
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Related Link: Celebrity Beauty Tips: Dazzle this Summer with
Sunset Eyes

2. Braids: This old school yet still popular style is always a
goodie for the summer. With those sun rays hitting you, you
don’t always want your hair down and in your face. Braids are
so universal and can be styled any way. It’s a fun way to keep
yourself cool and styled all summer long.

3. The Bob: The bob allows you to enjoy your hair down without
having it hanging in your face. This cute cut is fun and easy
to style. Did you decide to go to a concert last minute? This
hairstyle is the easiest to maintain and the best for being on
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the go. This cute style coupled with some date night make up
will have you sparkling like the stars.

Related Link: Top 5 Hot Hair Tips You Should be Taking From
Celebrities

4. Fades: This sharp cut keeps you fresh and lined up. This
“get up and go” style is great way to get through the summer.

Do you have any  hot new styles for the summer? Share below.
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